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TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE
OUR NEW 28-PAGE

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON
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TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
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ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com
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Innovation comes built-in

WE’RE POSITIVE YOU’LL
LOVE THE NEW SV
Exclusive to Morley Glass, the SV+ is a completely symmetrical version
of the highly popular ScreenLine SV (sliding venetian) Uni-Blind system
thanks to the addition of a slim dummy rail on the opposite side to the
sliding operating system.

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3
Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way
Leeds LS27 0HH

morleyglass.co.uk
0113 277 8722 sales@morleyglass.co.uk

News

Windows Included In
Latest Government
HomeImprovement Plan

Warmer,
greener
and
cheaper social homes are
on the way for tens of
thousands of people living in
social housing in England if
the government doesn't
cock-up its funding plans yet
again.
Tens of thousands of people
across England are set to benefit
with social housing providers
given the chance to bid for government funding to make major
improvements to their stock.
Local authorities and housing associations across England will
have the chance to secure a share
in a significant £160 million cash
injection through the government’s
Social Housing Decarbonisation
Fund, set to enhance the country’s
energy efficiency of socially
rented homes.
The investment will, it is
claimed, help tenants cut emis-

sions while saving around £170 poverty and improving the lives
and homes of low-income houseper year on energy bills.
In total, through this first wave holds, all while creating new
of funding, up to 38,000 of the work for local plumbers, builders
UK’s worst energy-performing so- and tradespeople who will be
cial housing properties – with building homes fit for our
energy performance certificate greener future.
“With a real appetite among
(EPC) ratings of D or below – will
have the chance to receive vital councils and housing associaenergy efficiency upgrades, in- tions to make their homes
cluding installation of insulation cheaper to heat and warmer to
and more energy efficient doors, live in, this investment is putting
the power in the hands of the
windows and heating systems.
people who know their communities best, allowing the right
Net Zero
With homes accounting for 15% decisions to be made for each
of the UK’s carbon emissions, the home they manage while ensurinvestment will also help towards ing the very best for their tenants
eliminating the country’s contri- and the environment.
bution to climate change by
“Taken together the funding will
2050. Minister for Business, En- ensure that the government is
ergy and Corporate Responsibil- achieving its aspiration to ensure
ity, Lord Callanan, said: “This as many homes as possible reach
announcement is a vital step for- EPC Band C or above by 2035
ward in eradicating UK fuel in a way that is practical.” i

Widgets & Residence To
Sponsor G-Awards Trophies

Window Widgets, alongside
in 2020, as the recognition of
its Residence Collection
great achievements is fundabrand will be the joint trophy
mentally important to help fuel
sponsors for this year’s
the premise of being better, right
G-Awards, which will be held
across the industry. We sit
on Friday 26 November
within a £multi-billion industry
2021, at the London Hilton on
and the awards also reflect our
Park Lane.
great pride in what can be
Jo Trotman, marketing manachieved both on a company
ager of The Residence Collecand individual level. So as a
tion and Window Widgets dustry backs the G-Awards this business we’re proud to support
says: “It’s important that the in- year after the enforced absence the event trophies.” i
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News

Graham Appointed
On Pall Mall Press
liver 336 apartments. Designed
by Falconer Chester Hall and
managed by Savills, the
282,617sq.ft development will
complement the existing urban
structure with a concrete frame
and brick façade with punch
windows.

Graham has won the
contract to build the new
Pall Mall Press development
in Liverpool.
The PRS development includes
a 22-storey tower that will de-

Sustainability
It will benefit from a host of sustainable elements, from green
roofs to recycled rainwater,
solar panels, and internally,
light-filled areas that minimise
the need for electric lighting.

Alongside the residential
apartments, there will be retail
space and a private garden
terrace.
Peter Reavey, Regional Director at Graham said: “Pall Mall
Press is a positive addition to
the city of Liverpool that will deliver much-needed PRS housing.
Located in a vibrant location.
We hope that the scheme will
pave the way for similar development locally.”
Work is already underway
and completion on the development is due October 2023. i

New Mixed-Use
Brighton Regeneration

Following the recent planning approval of a new
mixed-use student accommodation development in
central Brighton, developer
McLaren
Property
has
revealed what can be expected from the scheme.
Located on London Road,
within Brighton’s regeneration
area, the development will see
6 | News | The Installer

an
outd a t e d
building
being replaced
with new
sustainable
retail units
and
student apartments.
McLaren
Property is
working
alongside Morgan Carn Architects and engineering consultancy Howard Ward Associates
(HWA) to deliver the five-storey
build, which will feature 156
student bedrooms with a reception area and communal interior
and exterior spaces. New retail
units will make up the ground
floor of the development, presenting an entirely refreshed

shop frontage which holds a
prominent position among London Road’s high street stores.
As part of the environmentally
friendly design, the building will
achieve a BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method)
rating of ‘Excellent’ and will feature solar panels on a green
roof. Further sustainable features include air source heat
pumps as its primary h
eat
source and planted outdoor
spaces – including trees – which
will be maintained using recycled rainwater. The development will also be car-free and
have cycle route access and
storage spaces.
Midlands based HWA h
as
been appointed to provide structural engineering to the project,
with construction due to begin in
mid-2022. i

ROOF
LANTERN
FITTED
IN
MINUTES

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

SUPPLY & INSTALL
THE MULTI-AWARD
WINNING ALUMINIUM
LANTERN

QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER

Average installation under 30 mins

STRONGER

3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER

Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
SLIMMER
Seamless joints and cappings

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Easy installation

Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

Market View

Customer Service Starts
With The First Call

Ever since Made for Trade
was incorporated in 1979,
the company has combined
a recipe of the best
products available, at the
best prices, backed up with
the best service it could
provide – it is still how MfT
operates some 42 years
later, writes the company’s
Chris Wann.
www.madefortrade.co
I’m sure you have all been in
a position where you have
received poor service, writes
Made for Trade’s Chris Wann.
Sadly it’s not uncommon
in the arena of glass and
glazing.
There is nothing more frustrating than being on site and finding a problem only to be fobbed
off by the supplier over some trivial item which prevents the job
getting done. So why I hear you
ask are MfT any different?
Well, whilst its always going to
be impossible to eliminate site
issues completely, especially
when we are all reliant on
courier companies to deliver our
items, at MfT we make 100%
customer satisfaction our target.
It is our ability to deal with
issues when they do arise which
makes us really stand out from
the crowd.
How do we make it happen?
The key ingredients to this are
people, training and importantly
communication. We also try
especially hard with our own
brand of Korniche products to go
a little bit further with the likes of
marketing support, packaging
and instructions to make buying
through MfT as easy as possible.
8 | Market View |The Installer

Aftercare
The current customer service
team of five is lead by Tracy
Garrod. I spoke to Tracy recently
and she told me: “It is absolutely
paramount for me to understand
the customer journey from beginning to end. It costs nothing to
give good service and I instil in
all my colleagues at Made for
Trade that customer service does
not start within the Customer
Service Team of five. Interaction
with the Customer Service Team
usually comes at the end of the
customer
experience.
The
customer service journey starts
as soon as someone picks up the
phone for the first time.
“Many companies forget
about this element. It excites me
to look at ways to improve from
our customer interactions and
the potential information you
can get from listening to people
and really getting to know this
great industry.”

ular training sessions where the
customer service team gain experience of manufacturing and installation of MfT products so you
can almost guarantee the person
on the end of the phone knows
what you’re talking about.

Communication
Communication is another area
where MfT offesr a little bit more.
This starts out during the quotation process, continues through
the order confirmation and delivery confirmation processes up to
the point the goods arrive at your
site. After that any further communication is passed to the dedicated aftersales team. Every
enquiry that comes through is immediately issued with a case
number that is passed on to the
customer so enquiries can be
tracked properly.
The last part of the puzzle is the
follow up, the customer service
data that gets gathered on a
weekly basis gets fed straight
Product training
back into the QC and producProduct training is another key tion teams ensuring that MfT’s
area in being able to provide top continuous improvement targets
quality service, MfT operate reg- are achieved. i

VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS

from

£345
PER
LEAF

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

EASY INSTALLATION

Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & SLIMMER
QA CHECKED

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
Safer
site delivery

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Mediation: Jaw, Jaw
– Not War, War
Most installers will have had the experience of having
to instruct a solicitor in a matter of dispute when
mediation would have been so much simpler says
Don Waterworth, The Installer’s Technical Expert – and
fully qualified career mediator.

Most of you reading this
article will have had a
building dispute, writes Don
Waterworth. The unfortunate
ones amongst you will have
had the distinct, unpleasant
experience of having to
instruct a solicitor – when
mediation would have been
so much simpler.
A solicitor would normally be instructed because either you were
pursuing a customer for payment
or you were being pursued by a
customer for a poor job. The
customer’s solicitor’s letter would
almost certainly have threatened
you with many bad things to be
heaped upon you if you did not
give-in and acquiesce to the demands outlined by the customer.
Sleepless nights
Either option listed above will cost
you lots of sleepless nights, lots of
reviewing of the evidence (‘there
is nothing wrong with the installation’) and cost you lots of money!

The facts of life regarding a
dispute (after my 30 years
plus of experience) are this:
The costs awarded against the
losing party far outweigh any
damages awarded by the Court,
e.g. if a customer is suing you for
£15,000.00 the matter would
probably take 12-18 months to
get to a final hearing and both
parties would then have paid at
least £30-£40K in Legal and
Professional Fees.
Usually, the costs are borne by
the unsuccessful party, therefore
the unsuccessful party would find
themselves with a bill of £60£80K in costs, plus any damages
awarded.
Your solicitor receives full payment whether you are successful
or not! It really is a sweet deal for
solicitors, ask yourself the question, ‘how can your solicitor say
you have a great case and the
other side’s solicitor say exactly
the same to their client’?
The truth is that the solicitor simply takes your instruction and finds
some area of the dispute where
he/she can agree with you (then
at the end of the Court hearing
when you have lost, they simply
say ‘well we don’t understand how
the Judge came to that conclusion
– by the way, here’s my bill’.
The solicitor is in a win/win situation. And you will pay whatever the outcome. Not a good
option for dispute resolution.
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This article has been
authored by our technical
writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert
Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.
No the best option by far is
Mediation. Mediation is quick,
intense and inexpensive.
The solicitors do not care for
Mediation, as it affects their fee
earning power. But Mediation
works and it works on the principle of jaw, jaw – the Mediator
facilitates discussion between the
parties and a resolution is found
in 99% of cases. Whereas Litigation is war, war, where you are at
war against the other party and
the solicitors are just whipping-up
the troops. Over the following
months, I will provide you with
scenarios showing the benefits of
Mediation. i
Don.

VISOGLIDE PLUS FROM
SLIDING DOORS £1139*

DELIVERED

NEW

15%

FIRST ORDER
INTRODUCTORY
FROM
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-VG01

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM

Slim proﬁle, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 6.5m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

SLIMMER
STOCK COLOUR
CHOICE
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

White, Anthacite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

SUPPORT
FAST LEAD
TIMES
The best
trade lantern

Reliable safe site delivery
www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation ony
* Offer price based on a 2 pane, a single sliding door at 2mx2.1m. Unglazed

The GGF Health & Safety Column

Most people will have some kind of awareness of climate
change writes the GGF’s Health, Safety & Environment
expert, James MacPhearson, yet they don’t necessarily
consider it a risk to their business that they can do anything
to mitigate against – but they can.

Is Climate & Environment
On Your Risk Register?

Environmental Management,
Climate Change, Sustainability. These are words you
cannot fail to be aware of,
writes James MacPhearson,
the GGF’s H&S and environment expert.
For many however, it is very
hard for this to be considered a
business risk. You don’t plan for it
or mitigate for it. Well you should
– and here’s why.
Flooding
Recently large parts of Europe
have seen the worst floods in
decades (and huge fires). The modern warning systems in Europe
were overwhelmed. The River
Danube now floods twice as often
as it did 50 years ago. In London,
many tube stations, DLR stations
and roads were all badly flooded.
These images are starting to become common place in our Twitter
feeds and news channels. Writing
in the Independent newspaper, Sir
Brian Hoskins gave an example of
the impact of warmer atmospheres

on weather like this. He said: “An cisions – and of course in the buyatmosphere that’s warmer can ing decisions of your prospective
hold more water vapour. If it is 6 customers.
degrees warmer it can hold 50
per cent more water.”
Directors’ duties
This type of weather being In Section 172 of the Companies
reported has become more com- Act 2006 it details directors’
mon place, and therefore a tangi- duties. The Act also states directors
ble risk to your business.
must regard ‘the impact of the
company’s operations on the comSocially responsible
munity and the environment’.
In the Forbes article ‘The Power of Movements such as B CorporaPurpose – The Business Case For tions and the Better Business Act
Purpose’ it was reported that mil- are working hard to make
lennials will make up 75% of the the legal duties on social and
workforce by 2025 and they are environmental
responsibilities
looking for socially responsible stronger.
employers and contractors.
On an almost daily basis we Resilience
hear reports that installers and Take time to consider how you can
fabricators are struggling to recruit build capacity to absorb the affects
talent. There is clearly a skills short- of extreme heat or cold or how
age in our industry and that gives flash flooding could affect your
those seeking employment the company. Don’t say it’s not likely –
advantage, they can pick and ask yourself if it does go wrong
choose to work for an employer how bad will it be? If you don’t like
that reflects their values.
the answer to that question, then it’s
The Cone Communications Mil- advisable to do something about
lennial Employee Study found that it. That’s how resilient companies
64% of millennials won’t take a operate, survive and thrive.
job if their employer doesn’t have
You can start working towards
a strong CSR policy, and 83% being a more ethical and sustainwould be more loyal to a com- able company immediately. This
pany that helps them contribute to isn’t about deciding to be sustainable at the cost of business
social and environmental issues.
It’s clear that when you are look- performance, it’s about assessing
ing for new talent in the future your risks and benefits and making
sustainability principles and corpo- gains towards your future. i
rate social responsibility will potentially be deciding factors in many Pictures: GGF H&SE expert
future employees’ choices and de- James MacPherson.
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Designed to maximise natural light
Commonly thought of as a commercial product, curtain walling is becoming increasingly specified
for homes to create a light and airy living space. The architect specified the Kestrel Aluminium100mm
box and plate curtain walling system incorporating Kestrel 60mm windows to maximise natural light
and give a dramatic frontage to this prestigious development on the Coton House Estate, near Rugby.
For more information, visit www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk or call 0121 333 3575.

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

Energy & Environment

An estimated 80% of all PVC-U window and door
frames removed during home improvements are
recycled. That is impressive but we now need the
balance – and that is in the hands of installers, says
Veka Recycling’s Simon Scholes.

Recycling PVC-U –
Installers Are The Key

14 | Energy & Environment Promotional Feature| The Installer

Energy & Environment
or those of our competitors. Not
a gram should ‘leak’ from the
system, to find its way into landfill or dumped illegally in a field
or abandoned in a warehouse.
And that especially includes the
material that is not so easy to reprocess such as gaskets, that still
have to be dealt with correctly
despite their limited value. We
need the commitment of
installers everywhere, simply to
ensure that old frames are
pointed towards a recycler – but
crucially to ensure that the collection company is licensed and
can prove that the frames will
be processed according to an
audited trail.
Whether we in the PVC-U
recycling business like it or
not, our sector still retains an
element of the ‘Steptoe &
Sons’ about it, writes Simon
Scholes of Veka Recycling.
Whilst old PVC-U frames are
anything other than ‘scrap’,
some of the collection and
re-manufacturing processes still
leave a little to be desired. I risk
sounding a little pompous but
Veka Recycling and a handful of
other well-known window and
door industry brands have led
the way to professionalise this
key sector of the industry.
With solid investments and
operating to strict and wellproven practices and protocols
that guarantee that the collection
and recycling of PVC-U is safe
and completed legally and
ethically, the image of the sector
has changed dramatically.

corporate mouth is – our commitment and faith to the UK market
are undeniable and our investment is now around the £15
million mark following the inclusion of additional refinements
that will further increase our
Wellingborough plant’s capabilities and capacities to allow us
the proud boast of our facility
being Europe’s most advanced
specialist recycling plant.

What we do
Our lifeblood are the old PVC-U
windows that are removed by
the thousands every day. With
only the glass removed beforehand, the old frames are craned
onto our conveyors, to pass
through a series of complex
processes. At the end of which
are the raw components by
which the windows and doors
were originally manufactured.
They are now ready to be
The missing 20%
re-manufactured into something
However, the fact that an esti- new, perhaps even window
mated 20% of removed PVC-U frames.
window and door frames remain unaccounted for each The challenge – and
year, means that as an industry the commitment
we have lost control of a great As an industry we still must endeal of material. It could be any- sure that every shred of PVC-U
where. At Veka Recycling we window or door removed from
have put our money where our a building, reaches our factory

Supply chain demand
PVC-U resin shortages are affecting every systems house and
therefore knocking on down the
line to fabricators and installers
nationwide. But if there is a
positive to emerge from this
situation it is that recycled PVC-U
is now in great demand and
there is a more concerted effort
to focus on the professionally
managed collection and reprocessing of the material as it is
removed from homes and
commercial buildings.
Consumer demand
There are no downsides to either
recycling PVC-U frames, nor
indeed to ensuring that they are
collected and recycled responsibly. In fact, homeowners are
more likely to buy from a
company that can prove that
their old windows will be
re-manufactured into something
new, just a few weeks after they
have been removed. i
Pictures: Veka Recycling’s
Simon Scholes and scenes
from the firm’s £15 million
Wellingborough facility –
Europe’s most advanced
specialist recycling plant.
www.veka-recycling.co.uk
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Energy & Environment

Twenty Years To Save...

...The Planet
Russell Smith, Director of RetrofitWorks, the not-for-profit
co-operative established to improve the UK’s existing
housing stock in an environmentally friendly way through
Trustmark accredited repairs, maintenance and
improvement works, gives us his view on the
IPCC Sixth Assessment Report.
Earlier this month, the IPCC
released its Sixth Assessment
Report which provides a
more
detailed
regional
assessment
of
climate
change.
The United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report is the result of five
years’ worth of work from 234
leading scientists across more
than 60 countries. The results are
frightening although not surprising and set the tone for the
COP26 Climate Change Conference in the Autumn. Many of the

changes observed in the climate
are unprecedented in thousands,
if not hundreds of thousands of
years and some of the changes
already set in motion – such as
continued sea level rise – are
irreversible over hundreds to
thousands of years into the future.
A lot of work has been done by
the IPCC to remove any last remnants of speculation that climate
change is man-made. Given the
pace of change reported, it is
now clear widespread devastation and extreme weather are
likely to become inevitable within
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We have had some notable
successes in building local
brands. I have worked with the
Construction Leadership Council
to create a National Retrofit
Strategy
that modelled the work
20 years to act
So, we have 20 years. We can required to retrofit the nations
do something about it but we homes with a target date of
need to act immediately and 2040, anticipating the accelerawhilst the UK has, relatively tion of need.
speaking, been bold in its setting
of a Net Zero carbon 2050 tar- Why take the gamble?
get, this is now 9 years too late. All quarters of the building indusThe retrofitting of the national try are keen to make progress housing stock is the most critical they want to invest and are willclimate problem to solve, ing to roll their sleeves up, yet
contributing 20% of the nation’s they need leadership from cencarbon emissions – it is the tral government because only it
biggest engineering challenge can unlock some of the tough
the UK has ever faced and with- barriers.
The hotly anticipated and now
out a plan we simply will not
hugely
delayed Heat and Buildbeat climate change.
ings Strategy is said to hold
those keys but it is held up preRetrofitWorks
RetrofitWorks came about as a sumably to weigh up the political
not-for-profit provider of services, angles. We’re beyond this now.
with the aim to tackle some criti- The only angle now is whether
cal impasses at the heart of the the government and those in opbuilding industry, whereupon all position are willing to gamble
key stakeholders are waiting for with the lives of every person on
everyone else to make the first Earth and every day we delay,
increases the odds in disaster.
move.
the next two decades thanks to
human behaviour causing rising
temperatures and irregularity in
weather patterns.
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Why does this affect home
improvement businesses?
Legislation will be put in place to
try to slow climate change and
this in turn will impact the ways
in which home improvement
businesses operate, what skillsets
they need, what materials they
can and can’t use, quality
management systems etc, etc.
I urge businesses and individuals working in the building industry,
including
installers/
contractors, energy assessors,
retrofit co-ordinators, architects,
designers, project managers,
refurbishment specialists to get
ahead now, improve your understanding of buildings long term
needs and how to explain and
offer this to customers.
RetrofitWorks’ membership can
help with this, to transform your
business and support you and
bring customers that already
want a low carbon home. i
www.retrofitworks.co.uk
Pictures: Previous Page –
Russell Smith and here, the
type of project that RetrofitWorks champions.

Innovation

unlocked

Get ready..
Another game
changing product from
Made for Trade is on
the horizon

ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

ROOF LANTERN

INSTALLER POINTS

The Korniche Lantern comes delivered with comprehensive step by step ﬁtting instructions to
make installation as simple as possible. You could be for forgiven for thinking that when on-site it’s
not always that straight forward…So here are 20 points Made for Trade have put together to show
how you could really be - ﬁtting in minutes - glazing in seconds.... and having a brew before you
know it!

1
Made for Trade have ensured that your
Korniche Lantern arrives well packaged
to minimise the chance of damage. The
downside is on occasion it might take
longer to unpack the components than
to install the lantern, but an undamaged
product can only be a good thing!

4
Ensure the prepared roof upstand is ﬂat,
dry and free of any debris. MFT advise a
minimum of 150mm high and 69mm in
width, providing t right base for the eaves
beam of the lantern to be ﬁxed down to.

7
Temporarily secure the eaves beams
corners with the tie wraps provided (to be
cut off later on), this allows the eaves to
be safely turned over and sealant applied
to the underside prior to placing on the
upstand.

2
Always use a safety blade to unpack
the parts to avoid scratching the proﬁle
surfaces.

5
Made for Trade use quality hex bolts and
so they provide the hex key for bolt ﬁxing
in the parts box. The tools you need to
complete the job are a silicone gun, knife,
soft mallet, screwdriver, Cordless Drill and
some snips.

8
Carefully turn the connected eaves beams
upside down ready to apply sealant to the
underside of the assembly.

3
Korniche Lanterns are delivered with full
colour instructions and a layout plan. When
all the parts are unwrapped, carefully check
before you start the installation to ensure
all the components are present.

6
Getting started.. Lay out the eaves beams
and locate using the plated steel corner
brackets

9
Apply the sealant liberally to the areas
indicated in the instruction manually only.
Now, and this is important.. PUT THE
SILICONE GUN DOWN, really… It’s the last
time you’ll need it.

10
Once complete, turn the eaves beams back
over and place them carefully on to the
upstand ensuring it sits square, level and
centralised. Don’t screw it down yet!

13
Install the 20mm bolts through the red
isolating caps which, when tightened, will
fully align the frame. Fasteners should be
torqued as indicated in the installation
guide. Once these are ﬁtted you can
remove the cable ties.

16
Position the top of the glass unit against
the ridge T-bar, ensuring the panel is
central, let the unit rotate down onto the
seals until the retainer clips into the eaves
beam. Check to ensure the clip features are
engaged and the glass cannot slide down
the roof.

19
Next it’s the outer end caps, slide the
plastic ﬁr tree clips into the slots and push
the cappings into position, use a soft mallet
to get a nice tight ﬁt. The ﬁnal piece of the
puzzle are the Boss top caps, simply line up
the pins and push into place. Done.

11
Now to build up the frame. A quick check
to ensure the chimney nuts are positioned
correctly over the holes in the hips is
worthwhile before locating the beams
over the boss. Be sure to check the correct
fasteners are used, and always torque bolts
as indicated in the installation guide.

14
Double check the frame is still set square
on the upstand. Now the assembly is fully
aligned you can ﬁx it down to the upstand
using the pre-drilled holes in the lantern
frame and the supplied screws.

17
Once all glass panels are in place, locate
the inner and caps between the retainers
and secure with the plastic ﬁr tree clips.
Use a soft mallet to make sure they are fully
in place.

12
Carefully place the completed lantern
frame into the eaves beam, gently push
it down and visually check that the holes
in the frame and end bosses are aligned
before moving on.

15
Firmly press the glazing retainer on to the
glass edge ensuring the self-clean coating
is the correct way round. It’s important to
check that the retainer is central across the
glass unit, with equal glass overhang at
each side.

18
Time for the top caps, you’re nearly there
now. Start with the ridge and then work
down through the hips and ﬁnally the
rafters. Ensure the top caps are aligned
correctly into the clip before ﬁrmly pushing
into place.

20
One last point, hopefully you
put the silicone gun back in the
van after point 9! DO NOT ADD
silicone to any drainage holes,
the glass or the gap between the
eaves and upstand!

It really is
that easy to
get the Perfect Finish
with the Korniche Lantern…..
now best get that kettle on…

ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

Innovation unlocked
A bi-folding door
evolution
With a host of brand-new
Innovations MFT brings a
premium bi-folding door into
the market at a price point to
make it the buyers “natural
selection”
Made for Trade are getting
ready to launch the second
product in the award winning
Korniche systems range, the
much-anticipated Korniche
bi-folding door. This brand-new
product makes many of the
2019 Korniche concept doors
features a production reality,
and with them come some
sig
gniﬁcant new innovations to
beneﬁt insttallers, resellers, and
end users alike.
One of the key features of the
new door showcased with
great success at the 2019 FIT,
is the true all aluminium clip
bead with pre-ﬁtted gasket, a
feature which really upholds
the Korniche FASTER USP.

This allows the doors to be
literally glazed in seconds and
signiﬁcantly decreases the time
spent on site, maximizing that
all important margin for the
installer.
The new product is also going
to be SAFER. This is down to
PAS24 as standard on every
door set and MFT’s ‘safety for no
extra cost’ delivery innovation.
Look out in the coming
weeks for full details on the
new features which make
the Korniche bi-folding door
FASTER, WARMER, SLIMMER,
STRONGER and now SAFER
than the competition.
Made for Trade took the Origin
of the product and evolved it
into the next generation
of bi-folding
doors.
MFT woulld
like to
even think
Charles Darwin would be proud!
MFT’s business ethos of the best
products, at the best prices all
backed up by the best service
in the industry will be reﬂected
clearly in these fantastic new
premium doors which, like the
lantern roof, will come in at a
trade price point that cannot be
ignored and a volume reseller
offering that is absolutely
unrivalled.

Be one of the ﬁrst to ﬁnd out
further details on the exciting
new Korniche aluminium
bifolding door by registering
your interest at
sales@madefortrade.co.uk or
calling MFT on 01642 610 799

madefortrade.co

Energy & Environment

Spacer Bars,
Document L,
Energy Efficiency
& Triple Glazing
Spacer bars, used primarily to
space the panes of glass in
double, triple and even
quadruple glazing, have seen
significant development and a
change in market demand
over recent years, explains
Thermoseal’s Mark Hickox.

There has long-been a has been an advantage for
widespread decline in the Thermoseal Group as it has
demand for aluminium given us the opportunity to
spacer
bars
and
an gradually increase production
increase in the demand for of our own warm edge spacers
more energy efficient warm to meet the growing demand
edge spacers, writes Mark for these products.
Hickox, Thermoseal Group’s
Sales Director.
Document L
This has primarily been In December 2021, revisions to
brought about by changes in Document L will be introduced
legislation dictating improved as part of the government’s
energy efficiency in windows. faster transition to achieving
Less than ten years ago, our zero carbon homes by 2050.
spacer bar sales were mainly There will be a transition period
aluminium. Now our Thermobar for new regulations requiring
and Thermoflex warm edge full compliance by June 2022.
spacers make up over 85% of These regulations dictate that
our spacer bar sales.
replacement windows in domesWhilst we initially predicted a tic properties will be required to
steep decline in the demand for achieve a U-value of 1.4W/mK
aluminium spacer bar, the as opposed to the previous
actual decline in sales has been 1.6W/mK.
a much steadier process. This
For new-build properties the

specification is 1.2W/mK,
however the builder does have
the opportunity to offset
windows with a U-value up to
1.4W/mK
against
other
elements of the fabric of the
building. In terms of the
Window Energy Rating Scheme
(WER), this will mean that
windows must achieve a minimum of a ‘B’ WER rather than
the previous ‘C’ rating.
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Our new 2-acre production site
and additional production
equipment will give us the
capacity to meet demand but
forecasting the supply of raw
materials is vital in the current
climate.

Going from ‘C' to 'B'
As required U-values lower,
then they become much harder
to achieve. This is where spacer
bar becomes more of a factor
in helping to swing the WER
from a ‘C’ to a ‘B’. We also predict a greater requirement for
triple glazing to meet these
standards. For us, this means a
further decline in the requirement for aluminium spacers and
a significant increase in
demand for our highest performance warm edge spacers.
In considering a shift to warm
edge spacers, one of the key
factors for sealed unit manufacturers is how it will impact on
their current production equipment and methods. With spacers such as Thermobar Warm
Edge Spacer, the transition is
easy. It is designed with the
same dimensions as aluminium
spacer and works on current
equipment. The only minor
change we suggest to our customers is to review their choice
of saw blade to one better
suited to cutting plastic. We
then suggest that manufacturers
fill 3-4 sides of the warm edge

bar with desiccant to achieve
the same desiccant content as
aluminium spacer systems.
Supply chain
Whilst we hope that the current
supply issues that are common

across the window industry
have eased by the time these
regulations are enforced, if you
haven’t already looked at your
requirements for warm edge
spacers or at your supplier's
ability to react, we’d urge you
to do that as soon as possible.

New products
Our prided Technical Centre
and EN1279 Test Team are
continually working to develop
and improve our warm edge
product offering and are currently designing and developing products to be launched
next year which will help to

achieve better thermal efficiency in windows. Our
account managers work very
closely with our customers in the
development of new products,
also in helping to keep them
informed about new market influences. Triple glazing for
example, will have a major
impact on IG sealed unit manufacturers and therefore the
implications in terms of logistics, equipment, time and potential costs is already up for
discussion. i
www.thermosealgroup.com
Pictures: Previous Page –
Mark Hickox and here
recent sales of spacer
bar and how Thermoseal’s
products work.
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USE INSIGHT DATA TO
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CUSTOMERS
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WITH
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PERF RM
WITH
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01934 808 293

hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Products & Projects

Cladding Just Got Animated
Freefoam Building Products
has produced a new animation style video to illustrate
how to fit cladding.
In the last 18 months, Freefoam
has recorded a 55% increase in
sales making cladding a fantastic
opportunity for any home
improvement company, builder or
PVC-U fitter.
As with any home improvement
product, the success of a job and
indeed ongoing recommendations, depend on the quality of the
installation. Whilst Freefoam provides detailed printed and online
fitting instructions research has
shown that fitting video’s are
incredibly useful and well
received by installers. The new
video features a high quality
detailed animation to show every
step of the fitting process.
Leigh Russell, Freefoam Technical Advisor says: “For first time installers, getting to know the

system can still be daunting. This
animation offers users the chance
to familiarise themselves with the
cladding and demonstrates all the
critical aspects of an installation.
”One of the most important aspects in any PVC cladding installation is the ventilation. Creating
a cavity (ideally a 5mm continuous gap) between the internal
wall and the cladding, with a suit-

ably sized, unobstructed, gap at
the top and bottom, allows for air
to flow freely. The video also highlights how to ensure every installation includes adequate ventilation
by using Freefoam’s clever ventilated starter and closer trim. i
To access the video, type this
short-link into your browser
https://bit.ly/3DhD86Z

Get a Full House With The GreenteQ Suite

Hardware specialist VBH reports that more customers
than ever are making the
move to its greenteQ Suite of
matching window and door
furniture.
greenteQ is VBH’s own brand
of hardware and furniture and
the Suite is an integral part of
the range. The greenteQ Suite
includes over 30 different products such as handles, hinges and
furniture in 9 core colours, with
26|Products & Projects | The Installer

some products,
such as door
hinges, being
available
in
many more.
VBH marketing
manager Gary
Gleeson says:
“The greenteQ
brand has a superb reputation
amongst manufacturers of patio doors of all
kinds and is the preferred choice
of many from the smallest to the
largest. It is because of this that
the greenteQ Suite has evolved
into what it is today.
“Many suited ranges cater for
casement windows and residoors but the greenteQ Suite extends to tilt & turn windows and,
importantly, we have developed
furniture to sit alongside our patio

door operating systems too. We
offer suited furniture for bi-folds,
lift/slides and inline sliders.”
The Suite is supplied with a 10
year mechanical and surface
guarantee as standard. Many of
the products are interchangeable with those in VBH’s Coastline stainless steel range that
carries a 25 year surface guarantee. Gleeson adds: “VBH customers can tie in a Full House
installation in terms of the colour
and style of the furniture across
windows, doors and patio
doors. That’s a winning hand
against those installers who
haven’t been dealt a full house
by their hardware dealer.” i
To find out more about VBH’s
range, visit www.vbhgb.com,
email sales@vbhgb.com or
call 01634 263263.

Products & Projects

The Only Way Is TuffX

Specialist safety glass manufacturer TuffX recently supplied 15sq.m of toughened
glass panels for a balustrade
at a residential property in
Essex. It was used to
complete the surround a
large, raised terrace.
The home, which includes a

dubbed corners. Enhanced for
strength and topped with a
handrail for comfort, the finished
glass balustrade provides a safe
solution for the extensive terrace,
emphasising the spacious feeling
with unbroken views from the
house and outside space over
the generous garden beyond.
“Glass balustrades do it all –
safe, great-looking, easy to maintain and maximising on light and
space whether they are inside
the home or outside,” said TuffX’s
MD Graham Price. “And our
glass is perfect for projects like
this – delivered on site, on time,
every time. That’s why we remain at the top of our game
nearly 25 years on and are continuing to expand our facilities
and production to keep up with
the customer demand for the
quality toughened glass products
we supply.” i

sizeable conservatory, required
an attractive balustrade to keep
occupants on the raised terrace
safe, without reducing the light
that could reach through to the
interior of the property.
TuffX supplied fourteen panels
of 12mm monolithic toughened
safety glass in total, each with www.tuffxglass.co.uk

Aztec Strikes gold With
New Timber-Look Doors
Halo customer, Aztec Windows
(Coventry)
has
launched new mechanically
jointed
residential
and
French doors as part of its
growing Prestige Collection.
Aztec’s Prestige Collection has
gained recognition throughout
the industry for being a great timber alternative and the new
doors will be following the success of Tinidor, Aztec’s new small
composite door.
“We are very excited to launch
our new Mechanically Jointed
residential and French doors
which are manufactured from
Halo Rustique profile,” says
Michael Hagan, a director at
Aztec Windows. “They have
been developed after many re-

quests for doors to complement
our Halo FlushSash windows.
“The pandemic caused a slight
delay but we are now ready to
give our customers new products
that set us and them above the
competition.”
The doors have been tested at
Veka’s laboratory and passed a
10-year cycle test with zero
movement and zero adjustment.
They can be made in any of the
Veka variations, ex-stock or in
made-to-order colours including
Veka’s ultra-matt finish Spectral.
Hagan adds: “We have
already made some stunning
doors, with interesting glass
designs and finishes including an
Irish oak interior and spectral
anthracite grey exterior. We also

can produce matching panels.
We are about to launch a new
Prestige Collection website with
a range of stock options as well
as photography.” i
www.aztec-windows.com
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The new range of Lumi aluminium
windows has been created after
listening to the wishes of window
installers. The new range is a
lighter, slimmer window that
still retains its designer good
looks but now makes it a perfect
replacement option for the home
improvement market.

L I GH T W EI G H T ,
B UT N OT A L I GH T W EI G H T

Lumi’s iconic ‘frameless’ look and
super-slim sightlines are now available
in easier-to-handle aluminium units.
They are everything that’s good about
Lumi, just lighter.
P RO T EC T S OUR P L A N ET
P RO T EC T S T H EI R H OM E

Lumi windows are ﬁlled with Argon gas,
use low E-glass and have internal thermal
breaks to retain more heat. That’s good
news for your customers’ fuel bills and
brilliant news for the environment. We also
believe that striving for the ultimate window
shouldn’t compromise security. That’s why
every Lumi window has a high-security
locking system and anti-leverage hinge bolts
as standard across the range.
EA S Y D O ES I T

Lumi’s light, slim windows are easy to
install, especially as they arrive on-site
fully assembled, with no cutting required.
And because of their new, slim proﬁle
they slot straight into the cavity left by
the windows you’re replacing.

To find out more, call our sales team
on 03300 415 014 or email sales@lumiwindows.com
www.lumiwindows.com

Trade News

Tri-Cycled – Veka Recycling
Makes Trio Of Appointments
PVC-U window and door
recycling specialist, Veka
Recycling, has strengthened
its team with three significant
appointments at its Wellingborough plant, which is now
fully operational.
With a background managing
areas including logistics, procurement, customer service and
sales, Gavin Reay was recently
appointed as Business Development Manager. Reay’s plans for
the role include the development
Veka Recycling’s client base to
obtain a higher yield of post-consumer frames and off-cuts,
ultimately producing a larger volume of recycled pellet.
With key responsibilities initially including the creation of
standardised work processes to

reduce errors, Magdalena Miler
also joins the company as Quality Engineer. Miler brings experience in areas such as quality
visual inspection, customer liaison, product and process auditing, continuous improvement
and training, all obtained in her
previous roles working for a
large automotive company.
Elsewhere, Rai Szymanski (pictured) has been promoted to
Yard Supervisor after working for
Veka Recycling for three years.
Described as the company’s ‘resident expert’ in loading and unloading vehicles, Szymanski’s
enthusiasm to progress has culminated in his first management
job. Szymanski, who confidently
operates the Veka Recycling
crane and telehandler, is respon-

sible for accepting all incoming
material for onward processing
through the site, as well as the
smooth loading of all vehicles
departing the site with its recycled pellet on board. Szymanski
said: “It is great to be recognised
for my hard work and I am looking forward to building my team
so that the site runs smoothly at
all times.” i

Virtual Engineer – Auto Doors
Problems Solved In Minutes
Time, money and inconvenience – that’s the impact of
your automatic doors breaking down. But imagine having an engineer on-site that
could identify the problem
and apply a fix in a matter of
minutes.
Strand Technologies has a
virtual solution that could prove
just as effective with a remedy at
the touch of a button.
Virtual Engineer (VE) is a software solution for the control and
diagnostics of automatic doors,
gates and barriers. It is an online
gateway which can be used onsite or remotely to alert and identify a problem and allow the user
to overcome common problems.
The dashboard, which has
been devised specifically for the
management of entrances, links
to Strand Technologies’ iContact
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product
range. Virtual Engineer
offers
two
gateway user
levels – one
for non-technical staff who have immediate
responsibility for looking after
the site and another, more detailed interface for estates and
facilities managers which provides greater technical detail
and remote management capability.
This latter option includes a dynamic overview to enable remote control of a specific set of
doors or a group of entrances
which link into the system – be
they on one site or across a
wider geographical area.
Virtual Engineer also encompasses an ‘AssistME’ function.

This is a press button facility
which is located by the monitored asset and activated by the
end user. Once activated, an immediate alert is sent to the site
manager and or the service
provider to advise that the
door/gate or barrier is not functioning effectively and that it is
preventing access or exit.
VE dashboard enables fast
and simple troubleshooting for
the entire service team with
24/7, 365 day instant remote
diagnostics and control. It can
be accessed by any computer or
mobile device and linked to
specific emails to flag alerts. i

Adminbase Empowers
Installers To Conquer Challenges

With supply chain issues set
to far outlast the worst of the
pandemic, a robust installer
management system has
never been more critical,
which is just one of the reasons why the fully integrated
solution from AdminBase is
proving popular.
“With labour shortages, price
increases and product availability affecting suppliers literally
day by day, it is becoming increasingly difficult for fitters to
plan a week’s work, let alone a
month or more,” explains
Rhonda Ridge, author of Admin-

Base. “The best installers can
hope for in the current climate is
honesty and openness from suppliers. The more information they
have and the quicker they have
it, the more chance they have of
being able to plan around the
disruptions. Projects may still
need to be delayed and
timescales moved around but if
installers know what’s coming,
they can be truthful with their
customers and pre-warn them of
any changes to the schedule.
“This is where AdminBase is
giving installers a huge advantage. Our carefully designed in-

Trade News

staller management system holds
records for each job a fitter has
on their books and these records
contain the detail of any materials ordered for that job, including supplier references. Having
all this information in one place
makes it much easier to chase orders with those suppliers.
“As well as keeping track of orders from suppliers, AdminBase
is an essential tool for installation
planning,” continues Ridge. “The
system can for example show in
one view, all jobs that have
every ordered item in stock and
so are ready for installation. A
second view can show all installations booked in for the following week, that don’t yet have all
the necessary materials. Taking
this one step further, all this information is fed into the appointments in the Installation Diary on
the same system, so that an alert
will pop up if a project is booked
in and not all the materials have
been received.” i

Georgian Bar Bills Build
Swisspacer has seen sales of
its Georgian bar spacer bar
increase exponentially over
the past year. Bills for sales
are up over 300% in Q1 2021
compared with the same
period in 2020.
The surge in home improvements is driving demand across
many product sectors, including
high-performance heritage-style
windows. Swisspacer’s Georgian
bar offers energy efficiency as
well as enhancing the appearance of this popular style of window that replicates the look of
traditional timber windows.
Perfect for premium-looking flush
sashes and vertical sliders, Swisspacer’s full suite of Georgian

bars consists of 13 different sizes,
including the most recently introduced 12x18mm and 16x18mm
models, aimed at the most popular sized windows in the UK and
Irish markets.
The Georgian bar also features
improved bar crosses with an integrated anti-rattle plug and matching end caps for a seamless,
high-end finish. It is available in
17 different colours, offering a
wide range of choice to suit any
project or home.
“While demand for heritagestyle windows is growing fast,
homeowners don’t just want windows that look good, they want
them to perform well too,” says
John Cooper, Swisspacer com-

mercial director (UK and Ireland).
“Our Georgian bar helps to do
just that. It gives traditional-looking
flush sash and vertical sliding windows a flawless finish and provides top-notch energy efficiency,
saving homeowners money on
heating bills while adding an
extra something special to their
homes.” i
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What’s behind
these doors
is amazing

You probably already know that we
manufacture some of the UK’s most attractive
and secure composite doors. But what
you might not know is the dedicated trade
support enjoyed by all our retail partners.
It includes sales lead generation, high profile
consumer marketing, seamless customer
service, Doorbuilder ordering system,
extensive R&D and a reliable, trusted supply
chain. These reasons and more are why
hundreds of retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland love to stock our products.
To discover more or to become an
Apeer trade partner, call 0345 672 9333
or send an email to sales@apeer.co.uk
MORE THAN A DOOR

apeer.co.uk

SUCCESS IT’S TIME TO

FUTURE

BUILD
BRAND
VISION

AMBITION

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
build their brand, their business and their future.
PR | Web | E-Commerce | Digital Marketing | Social | Creative
Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com
purplexmarketing.com

@purplexuk

/company/purplexuk

/purplexuk

Summit In Sight
For some the Glazing Summit
2021 cannot come soon
enough.
Andrew Scott discusses why
attending
the
one-day
conference is vital for
businesses – and how we
can help shape the industry’s
future together.
purplexmarketing.com

Over the last year and a half
the industry, has, seemingly,
careered
from
one
challenge to the next, writes
Andrew Scott of Purplex Marketing as he looks forward to
the Glazing Summit 2021 and
the chance to shape the
industry’s future.
After 35 years in the glass,
glazing and window industries I
thought I had seen it all. Nothing
comes close, however, to what it
has faced in the last 18 months
with Brexit and the pandemic
both causing supplier, raw material issues and labour shortages.
While some companies report
record sales, it is clear that operations and margins have
suffered and it has taken its toll
on management teams and staff.
With things starting to, very
slowly, get back to normal,
where will the industry go next
and what does it mean for your
business and your customers?
Summit
I launched the Glazing Summit in
2018 to provide a space for
business owners and directors
from companies across all sectors of the industry to come together to discuss the major issues
affecting them. And after the last
18 months, this space has become more important than ever.

The issues that matter
With everything that has happened, setting an agenda for a
Summit such as this should be
easy – it has been anything but.
With so many areas to discuss
and debate, fitting everything in
has been nigh on impossible but
we think we have managed it.
Our line-up of industry experts
and keynote speakers will take
part in a series of debates,
including how the supply chain
is addressing product shortages
and skyrocketing prices; how
installers are tackling key issues
from materials and labour shortages to digital transformation
and online sales; concerns
around recycling, sustainability
and big changes to energy ratings and building regs; as well
as upcoming threats and opportunities, such as the Future
Homes Standard 2025 and the
drive towards net zero carbon
and industry consolidation.
State of the industry report
Economist and financial expert
Greg Perdon will discuss the outlook for the housing, construction, and home improvement
markets and as always, Insight
Data will deliver it’s state of the
industry report analysing the
impact of the last 18 months,
what it means for the industry
and the current trends.
Those in attendance can ask
questions during each debate,
discuss solutions, share their
ideas and discuss how the industry moves forward. With around
300 fabricators, installers, glass
companies, distributors and
material suppliers set to come
together for the day the opportunity is there to connect with
potential customers and key
players.
There are plenty of networking

Scott’s Corner

opportunities available through
the day, while the popular
Glazing Summit Dinner takes
place in the evening, with 150
industry guests getting together
for, what should prove, a fantastic evening.
Safety first
I can understand why there are
concerns around very large
events such as exhibitions with
people milling around. On the
other hand smaller, well-managed events such as conferences
with dedicated seating and
spacious venues, are booking
up fast.
We want everyone attending
to be able to feel safe throughout
the day which is why we will be
using a much bigger, well-ventilated space than before, with
restrictions on table numbers. i
Picture: The Glazing Summit
takes place on 21 October
at Edgbaston Stadium,
Birmingham. For tickets call
01934 808293 or email
hello@glazingsummit.co.uk
www.glazingsummit.co.uk
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Comment
Windows Included In Latest Government
Home Improvement Plan
Warmer, greener and cheaper social homes are on the way for
tens of thousands of people living in social housing in England if
the government doesn’t cock-up its funding plans yet again...
But I and all reasonable thinking people would not put it past them.
So many government led home improvement schemes, if they had
not been so disastrous, would be comical.
And already the messages coming from the Social Housing
Decarbonisation Fund and the Minister for Business, Energy and
Corporate Responsibility are confusing. £9 billion is the figure
quoted for the fund overall with £160 million available now. But
we need to improve NOW or the UK will never hit its Net Zero
2050 target.
We really do need to act NOW – take a look at our article on
pages 17 and 18 as part of the Energy & Environment feature.
There are stark warnings on how short a time there is before
climate change becomes irreversible.
Also check out our Health & Safety column on page 12 where the
GGF’s James MacPherson turns his hand to his other specialism
(the environment) and warns that not paying attention could put
your business at risk.
Widgets & Residence To Sponsor G-Awards Trophies
Window Widgets, alongside its Residence Collection brand will
be the joint trophy sponsors for this year’s G-Awards, which
will be held on Friday 26 November 2021, at the London Hilton
on Park Lane.
It’s good to the supplier side of the industry getting ready to
recognise the positive – including the installer of the year! We’ll
report on who has won as soon as they have won on
TheInstaller.pro
Graham Appointed On Pall Mall Press
Graham has won the contract to build the new Pall Mall Press
development in Liverpool.
This is an interesting new build – with lots of window of course as
has a new mixed-use Brighton regeneration which has just gotten
planning approval. Check out the News pages for details.
Unlike any other media serving the industry, we do like to keep our
readers up to date with where new builds are taking place so you
can be the first to put your bids in for the work. And if you want to
be even more informed – make sure you follow TheInstaller.pro
We send E-Newsletters every week and are on loads of social
media platforms at well. Visit the site and sign up or follow us –
TheInstaller.pro
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Handling Equipment

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

The New Visofold Heritage
Available now from Garrard Windows

Part of the Visofold 6000 series, Visofold Heritage is a high-quality,
high-performance, sliding folding door, developed to match the slim
proﬁles and Art Deco design of traditional steel doors. Providing
a modern, like-for-like replacement for steel materials, Visofold
Heritage delivers the exceptional thermal performance associated
with modern aluminium systems.

Call us now for enquiries:
Tel : 01296 6688 99
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

